
MM831
2.4GHZ MODE

A. USING 2.4GHZ WIRELESS
AN OVERVIEW

1. Toggle the 2.4GHz switch on the bottom cover of the MM831 to enter 2.4GHz Mode. The DPI indicator 
will continuously flash a blue light to confirm it is trying to connect to a device.

2. Plug the included dongle into the desired device. The MM831 should automatically connect to the 
device.

3. If successfully paired, the DPI indicator will rapidly flash blue 3 times. If pairing is unsuccessful within 
90 seconds, the MM831 will enter Standby Mode. In Standby Mode, (1) the lighting on the MM831's LED 
ring, scroll wheel, and logo will be turned off, and (2) the DPI indicator will periodically flash purple once 
every 15 seconds.

4. To pair with other devices, simply unplug the dongle and re-plug into another device. The MM831 
should connect automatically. If successfully connected, the DPI indicator will rapidly flash blue 3 times. 
If connecting is unsuccessful within 90 seconds, the MM831 will enter Standby Mode. In Standby Mode, 
(1) the lighting on the MM831's LED ring, scroll wheel, and logo will be turned off, and (2) the DPI 
indicator will periodically flash purple once every 15 seconds.

BLUETOOTH MODE

A. USING BLUETOOTH
AN OVERVIEW

Turning On Bluetooth
for the First Time

1. Toggle the Bluetooth switch on the bottom cover of the MM831 to enter Bluetooth Mode.

2. Press the "Pairing"  button to enter Pairing Mode. The DPI indicator will continuously flash a blue light 
to confirm you are in Pairing Mode.

3. Ensure the device that is connecting to the MM831 has also entered Pairing or Discovery Mode.

4. If pairing is successful, the DPI indicator will rapidly flash blue 3 times. If unsuccessful, the MM831's 
DPI indicator will continue to flash; after 90 seconds, it will enter Standby Mode. In Standby Mode, (1) the 
lighting on the MM831's LED ring, scroll wheel, and logo will be turned off, and (2) the DPI indicator will 
periodically flash purple once every 15 seconds.

Turning On Bluetooth
After the First Time

1. Toggle the Bluetooth switch on the bottom cover of the MM831 to enter Bluetooth Mode. If the MM831 
has been previously paired to a device, it will automatically connect to the previously synced device 
within a few seconds. If the connection is successful, the DPI indicator will rapidly flash blue 3 times.

2. If the MM831 cannot find the previously connected device within 90 seconds, it will enter Standby 
Mode.  In Standby Mode, (1) the lighting on the MM831's LED ring, scroll wheel, and logo will be turned 
off, and (2) the DPI indicator will periodically flash purple once every 15 seconds.

1. Toggle the Bluetooth switch on the bottom cover of the MM831 to enter Bluetooth Mode.

2. Press the "Pairing"  button to enter Pairing Mode. The DPI indicator will continuously flash a blue light 
to confirm you are in Pairing Mode.

3. Ensure the device that is connecting to the MM831 has also entered Pairing or Discovery Mode.

4. If pairing is successful, the DPI indicator will rapidly flash blue 3 times. If unsuccessful, the MM831's 
DPI indicator will continue to flash; after 90 seconds, it will enter Standby Mode. In Standby Mode, (1) the 
lighting on the MM831's LED ring, scroll wheel, and logo will be turned off, and (2) the DPI indicator will 
periodically flash purple once every 15 seconds.

B. MANUALLY PAIRING
DEVICES TO THE MM831

1. When the battery level falls below 15%, all LED lighting will remain off, and the DPI 
indicator will begin to flash RED once every 15 seconds.

2. When the battery level falls below 5%, the MM831 will go into deep sleep mode. All 
MM831 lighting will be turned off - including the DPI indicator.

The MM831 will display the "Star" lighting effect in purple.

WIRELESS MODE

If in Pairing /
Connecting Mode

The DPI indicator will continuously flash a BLUE light one every second.

The DPI indicator will rapidly flash BLUE 3 times.
WIRELESS MODE

If Pairing /
Connecting is Successful

INDICATOR LIGHT STATUS

The MM831 will display the "Rainbow Wave" lighting effect.

LOW BATTERY

IN CHARGING MODE

AT FULL BATTERY

IMPORTANT
Please charge your mouse for at least 2 hours before using for the first time to ensure optimal battery usage.

WIRED MODE

When toggled in Wired Mode, simply connect the MM831 cable to PC or laptop device for 
plug-and-play functionality.

CHARGING MODE

The MM831 will automatically start charging when it is plugged into any PC of laptop. It 
can also be charged if plugged into a wall outlet, or if placed on a Qi wireless charging 
device. 

In Charging Mode, the MM831 will display the "Star" lighting effect in purple. At Full 
Battery, it will switch to the "Rainbow Wave" lighting effect.

B. SWITCHING TO
WIRED MODE

C. CHARGING THE MM831

WIRELESS SETUP GUIDE



 
 

 
 

 


